1974 NATIONAL INTERFAITH CONFERENCE ON RELIGION, ARCHITECTURE AND THE ARTS

Cincinnati, Oh. — April 23, 24, 25 — Stouffer Inn

IMPACT '74: The Religious Spirit — Structure and Design

An exploration of forces at work in today's world requiring changes in the religious mission; affecting liturgy and design; defining the role of religious art in structures built for the worshipping community.

Architects, clergymen, craftsmen, artists—all those concerned with spaces for the gathering community—are invited to participate in dialogue and discussion.
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A COMMON LINK

This is an advertisement for the best linking/stacking chair in the world.

The two cathedrals also featured in this advertisement—York Minster, England and Washington Cathedral, Washington D.C.—are separated by 1300 years and 3000 miles.

But they have at least a common link—each Cathedral chose our chair.

We build chairs like other people build cathedrals. Designed by experts, made by craftsmen, they last for years. No expense is spared in the search for quality.

The name of the makers:

The chair—simply the best linking/stacking chair in the world.

DESIGN FURNISHING CONTRACTS LIMITED

Calthorpe Manor Banbury Oxon England
Telephone Banbury 50551/4
NOTES & COMMENTS

The Religious Spirit—Structure and Design

What is generally called religious art and architecture consists of works that aim to assert a difference from secular work by a vocabulary of devices, patterns, motifs and conventions that don't really emerge from spiritual vision, but are principally artifice. On the other hand, the artist whose commitment is to religious values exhibits this commitment in his work, whether it is for cultic or for secular purposes.

I should like to hope that the 1974 National Interfaith Conference at Cincinnati will demonstrate this, will help to clarify what religious values are, exhibit how they are evident in artistic form, and encourage people to build structures and use art that is not only religiously labeled, but conceived in a religious spirit.

One way to deal with these intentions is to point to the fact that they are, after all, nothing new; that in the history of the relationship between religion and the arts, some thoughtful religious policy has directed the arts of religion away from the esoteric, and the ecclesiastical toward forms that are unaffected, humane and not different from "secular." The impact of the religious spirit is what I think we ought to set our attention on, rather than the impact of religious institutions and traditions.

E. A. Sovik, FAIA, GRA
Program Chairman, 1974 Conference

Grailville

Grailville was begun in 1944 as an education center with emphasis on creative experimentation in community living, social action, the arts, worship and the search for the spiritual, ecumenism and continuing education, especially for women.

Located 20 miles northeast of Cincinnati, Oh., the facilities include dining hall and oratory—which have won architectural awards—art studio, library, book and art shop, lecture and conference rooms and small residence buildings.

In collaboration with colleges and universities working for innovation, Grailville provides an opportunity for college students to spend a semester off campus for an experience of community living, meeting urban and rural problems where they are, exploring questions of meaning and value for the individual and for society. Rooted in a small group living situation, the semester includes seminars focusing on issues decided by the students, fieldwork projects in neighboring Cincinnati and the surrounding county, and independent projects.
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Our Lady Of Perpetual Help
Free Cancer Home
Atlanta, Georgia

The Architects:
Aeck Associates, Inc.

The Rambusch Associates:
Willy J. Malarcher, liturgical design consultant.
David Burluk, lighting.
David Wilson, leaded glass
H. Fred Christian, wood and metal cultic appointments.
Peter Hermans, bronze tabernacle relief.
Patricia Malarcher, tapestry.
Richard Zimmerman and Ronald Millard, religious art.

Rambusch creates a total environment...
profoundly human, to reflect the devotion, the hope of a community dedicated to terminal cancer patients. The chapel...joyous, peaceful, contemplative...recognizes and reinforces traditional values.
Rambusch begins by understanding. And then provides the design and the artisans to honor this commitment.

Overly makes the church spires that others don't.

An Overly spire will add beauty and distinction to a new building or a renovated edifice. We offer you a wide selection of materials and finishes: lead-coated copper, cold-rolled copper, pre-finished aluminum or stainless steel. All Overly spire framing systems are computer designed to withstand the highest velocity winds ever recorded in your area. We can install them, too. Overly spires have been gracing churches since 1926. For more information, write Overly Manufacturing Company, 574 West Otterman Street, Greensburg, Pa. 15601.

consultation/planning/design/fabrication/installation

RAMBUSCH
40 West 13 Street New York, N.Y. 10011 (212) 675-0400

overly
MANUFACTURING CO.
DOES WHAT OTHERS DON'T
ARTISTS/CRAFTSMEN DIRECTORY

This issue of FAITH & FORM introduces a new feature—the Artists/Craftsmen Directory. This service is offered to provide visibility for artists/craftsmen interested in receiving religious art commissions. The recent upsurge of interest in religious art focuses attention upon those artists/craftsmen interested in the field. Sculptors, painters, stained glass designers, textile artists: write FAITH & FORM for further information. It is hoped that FAITH & FORM readers will avail themselves of the opportunity to contact the listed artists/craftsmen directly.

CUSTOM FURNITURE

WOOD, MOYER
Albert Wood & Five Sons, Inc.
One Pleasant Ave.
Port Washington, N.Y. 11050
516/767-0794

LITURGICAL FURNISHINGS

LAUGHLIN, DAVID
789 Vernon Ave.
Glen Cove, Ill. 60022
312/835-0788
Copper and Bronze—Also Banners

MULLER-STACH, DIETER
Associate Professor
California State University
Long Beach, Cal. 90840
714/644-5197
Gold, Silver, Steel, Wrought Iron, Bronze, Copper Metals, Enamel, Plastics

MARBLE

MAHER, FRANK K.
The Guild
400 Wyoming Ave.
Scranton, Pa. 18503
717/342-8246
Marble, Wood, Bronze, Stained and Faceted Glass

SCULPTURE

ARON, GUNTHER
The Old School House
Lamy, N.M. 87540
505/983-3017
Bronze, Wood, Metals, Stone & Man-made Materials

CARL, JOAN S.
4808 Mary Ellen Ave.
Sherman Oaks, Cal. 91403
213/789-1543
Bronze, Steel, Stone, Wood, Clay, Fiberglass

GORDENIER, ROBERT O.
8209 Oakmere Road
Minneapolis, Minn. 55431
612/944-1137
Acrylic, Mixed, Constructions, Collages

RIEGER, YAN & FRANCOISE
80-23 57th St.
Ridgewood, N.Y. 11227
212/386-9278
Sculptors & Weavers

WEINMAN, ROBERT A.
R.R. 3—Box 335
Cross River Road
Bedford, N.Y. 10506
914/234-7727

WITZMANN, THE REV. HUGH, OSB
St. Johns University
Collegeville, Minn. 56321
612/363-2295
Cire perdu—Bronze Casting

WOLPERT, LUDWIG Y.
c/o The Jewish Museum
1109 Fifth Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10028
212/47-7244

STAINED GLASS

MARKS, RICHARD G.
1051 W. Maple
Adrian, Mich. 49221
313/263-7235
Also Sanctuary Furniture, Wrought Iron, Graphics

McGUIRE, MAUREEN
924 E. Bethany Home Road
Phoenix, Ariz. 85014
602/277-0167
Also Liturgical Furnishings

MOLLIKA, PETER
Mollica Stained Glass
1940 A Bonita Ave.
Berkeley, Cal. 94704
415/849-1591
Leaded Stained Glass

QUANTOCK, E.
Quantock Designers
50 Jersey St.
Marblehead, Mass. 01945
617/631-8761
Metals & Stained Glass

WILLET, E. CROSBY
10 E. Moreland Ave.
Philadelphia, Pa. 19118
215/247-5421
Leaded Stained Glass, Faceted Glass, Mosaics

WOOD, SUSAN
Albert Wood & Five Sons, Inc.
One Pleasant Ave.
Port Washington, N.Y. 11050
516/767-0794

TEXTILE ART

BEAN, MERRY
901 S. 26th Pl.
Arlington, Va. 22202
701/684-6318
Banners, Hangings & Soft Sculpture

BLANQUIE, VIVIENNE
167 Corbett Ave.
San Francisco, Cal. 94114
415/621-6905
Applique Wall Hangings, Mosaic

FREDERIKSEN, ARNI
70 Willow St.
Brooklyn Heights, N.Y. 11201
212/625-6389
Wall Hangings, Hand-dyed Wool, Applique

IRELAND, MARION P.
Ireland Needlecraft, Inc.
3661 San Fernando Road
Glendale, Cal. 91204
213/246-4891
Hangings, Paraments, Vestments
Creative Contemporary Designs

POHLMANN, MARJORIE F.
320 Prospect Ave.
Minneaplis, Minn. 55419
612/285-5672
Handweaving, Applique, Dossals, Wall Hangings, Paraments, Vestments

TEETSEL, MAXINE E.
3201 Landover St. #1106
Alexandria, Va. 22305
703/836-8236
Banners—including Batik

WEITZMAN, EFREM
251 W. 95th St.
New York, N.Y. 10025
212/362-3700
Hooked Tapestry, Stained Glass, Sandcast & Welded Sculpture

WOLKEN, DOROTHY E.
7021 Penn Ave.
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15208
412/242-3456
Synagogue Adornments, Rabbinical Vestments in gold and silver metal thread; wool and silk thread needlework
NEW PROJECTS OF INTEREST

Northwoods Presbyterian Church
Doraville, Ga.

Architect:
Jack Durham Haynes, AIA, GRA
Atlanta, Ga.

The program required that a new sanctuary seating 500, classrooms which can also be used for a weekday kindergarten and parking for 150 cars be added to the existing facilities for a construction cost of $250,000.00. The original building consisted of a fellowship hall with classrooms and servant spaces surrounded by a porch. The site was rugged with subsurface rock which made only limited excavation economical.

Construction is basically stuccoed concrete block bearing walls with steel bar joists supporting upper floors and roof. Build-up roofs are sloped to special steel leader heads. The sanctuary ceiling is spaced fir 2 x 8s suspended from the roof structure.

The existing fellowship hall was made the circulation center. The sanctuary plan is the result of the desire to involve all in the act of corporate worship. Movable chancel furniture makes possible several worship situations, including use of music and drama. The bell tower houses one large manually operated bell.

The project received a citation from the Design Awards Jury for the Georgia Association, American Institute of Architects. The jury comment: “An original square fellowship hall and classroom building was expanded by the addition of a semi-circular sanctuary and a new two-story classroom structure. The project is commendable for its strong site planning and over-all composition in massing. This is surely a very pleasing, sculptural, commendable effort.” Fifty-three entries had been submitted by AIA members throughout the state of Georgia.

Beth Amedrish Agudal Beth Jacob Congregation
Boston, Mass.

Architects:
Childs, Bertman, Tseckares Associates, Inc.
Boston, Mass.

The Beth Amedrish Agudal Beth Jacob Congregation, an orthodox synagogue, serves not only as a meeting and worshipping place for Jews living, working and visiting in the downtown Boston area, but also as a memorial to the original West End Jewish Community uprooted by the West End Urban Redevelopment Project. The synagogue is located in the Charles River Park complex. The site is a gentle sloping one, surrounded by high-rise apartment buildings sixteen to twenty-two stories high.

The building is conceived as a piece of sculpture with interlocking garden walls positioned and shaped to reflect the movement of pedestrians. The concept is intended to relate the building to the park-like setting of the West End and provide those living in the surrounding buildings with a pleasing view of the synagogue in harmony with the landscape.

Besides relating to its urban surroundings and providing the atmosphere necessary to spiritual solitude, the building houses such diverse activities as daily services for 60-70 people, large High Holiday congregations of over 200, meetings, lectures, weddings and social gatherings of varying numbers. There is separate seating for women, a ceremonial courtyard and administrative offices and kitchens.

Through the use of similar materials and details and by careful shaping of forms, the sanctuary and social hall can function together as one totally unified space or separately as individual spaces via the use of a sliding partition. A ceremonial courtyard used during certain religious holidays also becomes an extension of the social hall during pleasant weather.
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Nature permanently expresses her unfading beauty and dignity in Buckingham Slate®. The rich individuality of natural cleft texture blends the architectural design honestly with its environment. It affords the architect the perfect material to give feeling and meaning to religious architecture. On the practical side, Buckingham Slate® has fine grained density, hardness and soundness. For interior flooring, exterior paving or paneling it offers maintenance-free durability. Write for information or see our catalogs in Sweet’s architectural files.
Rules are made to be broken. Or so they think in Paris. No one can make rules faster or more didactically than a French expert; no one flouts them more joyously than the design teams now building the best of France’s new churches. This seems to be the conclusion to be drawn from the 1973/74 International Exhibition of Religious Art and Architecture (Salon Art Sacré), which was held during the winter in the Palais de Chaillot National Museum, Trocadero, Paris, France.

The Salon was sponsored by the French Minister of Culture and the heads of the Roman Catholic, Protestant and Jewish faiths in Paris. It was open to all religions and all nationalities. Work came from many parts of the world, including Eastern Europe, South America and Asia. The show was perhaps unique in having—during the Arab-Israeli war—the Grand Rabbi of Paris as a patron and a Lebanese sculptor as an exhibitor. The United States was represented by the intellectual artist E. Gilliam, fresh from Harvard, but there was regrettably no American architectural contribution. It is hoped to include a complete United States section next year.

In addition to the architectural exhibit, the show included sculpture, slab-glass, mural reliefs (in aluminum, fiberglass, wood, baked-clay and even charcoal-and-stones set in cement), collages, modern tapestry and paintings. The inclusion of paintings cuts right across recent trends, and stems perhaps from the international character of the Salon. If, since the pre-historic cave-dwellers, men in every continent have used painting as a respected adjunct to worship—and still do—what provincialism and what blankness of spirit prompts urban Western man of the 20th century to prefer blank walls?

Raoul Michau carried rule-breaking even further, in his reconstruction of the ruined Chapel of Hope, Etables-sur-mer, Brittany. He decided to ask the congregation of fishermen just what they would like. Their answer dismayed him; they wanted a contemporary style, but with bright colors and plenty to look at. And they were unanimous that an old statue from the original building should be saved. Michau, a highbrow whose mystical abstracts have been purchased by the nation, admits that he started to explain to them just why their demands were artistically impossible. “But then I remembered: It’s their church; why shouldn’t they have what they like?” It took him three years to design and erect the stained glass, abstract murals and mural-collage “The Christ of Youth” (see photograph 1), which provides a colorful setting for the old statue. Predictably, the fishermen were delighted. Amazingly for the doctrinaire, the chapel has won praise from the leading French newspaper “Le Figaro” for its delicate combination of old and new.

Michau’s success is in line with French tradition and ought not to have been a surprise. In France, as in Britain, the worst churches have always been the products of rules and theories imposed by experts from above; the most successful
have sprung out of local peculiarities and enthusiasms. At Honfleur, the port from which Verrazano sailed to discover New York, the old church was built by ships' carpenters in the 15th century. They put up the only structure they knew how to build—a giant overturned wooden boat. It has become famous for its beautiful beams and proportions. Some churches have been built around ancient places of pilgrimage, like the old well inside the Cathedral of Chartres. Some have had to be designed for emergency use as fortresses. The most characteristic of its region is perhaps the Cathedral of Rouen. Its encrusted, ornate facade (studied over and over again by the Impressionist painter Monet), typifies the philosophy of the Norman housewife who puts butter AND cream AND egg yolks into her Sauce Normande: "You can't have too much of a good thing." Naturally, the Normans are devoted to it.

In the theory-ridden 1960s all this was forgotten, in France as elsewhere. Artists and glass designers were largely dispensed with on grounds of economy; color was eliminated. Simple lines and right proportion were to be enough, without "clutter." If a depressing uniformity resulted, that fitted the mood of the time. But a revolt began a few years ago, after a questionnaire was sent out to all the communities which were planning new churches, asking for details of their exact requirements. The news that the authorities, instead of dictating to the public, were consulting local opinion was widely welcomed. The forms were filled in
with time and care, all over France. Then the truth was discovered: all the details had been fed into a computer, which had produced from them one standard model, to be used everywhere. The public’s disgust must have taken the planners by surprise. “Why are all the parishes so upset?” asked one of them. “Exactly the same system was used last year to design a chain of gas stations, and no one at all complained.”

Perhaps as a result of the controversy over this incident, the latest designs exhibited in the Salon Art Sacré show a noticeable return towards variety, individuality and color. To achieve this, the artists have been called back. The new church of St. Theresa of the Green Valley, Le Puy, architect Prioleau, seems to have no walls at all; it is all glass, except for a screen behind the altar. This open-air effect concentrates attention on the altar and Christ-figure designed by Kaeppelin and Leon Zack’s stained glass beside them (see photograph 2). A Kaeppelin altar is also the feature of a new church at Herrlisheim, Lower Rhine, architect B. Monnet; and another, a striking although simple design of various shaped sheets of lead, succeeds in giving a new accent to an ugly 19th century building at Le Dorat, Haute Vienne.

In contrast to the look-no-walls of St. Theresa’s, André Le Donné has designed a prototype for a prefabricated church, in which the walls would be the principal feature. Warned by the “gas-station affair,” he proposed that every example built should be different. To achieve this, the prefabricated structure is simple and self-effacing and the architect leaves it to the chosen artist in each case to assume the main role. “Give a wall to an artist, and he’ll make it like no other wall in the world”—and far more economically than an architect can. Le Donné foresees panels of hollowed-out concrete, or reliefs of metal or other modern materials, or frescoes, against a white or wooden background. In everything else his plan is designed for rigid economy, including a low ceiling to cut down heating costs. Breaking rules of the 1960s again, he prefers circular pews to chairs, rejecting “flexible space” in favor of form, dignity, comfort and silence (see photograph 3). The complete design includes offices and all the other amenities now required in a parish center.

Le Donné is a pupil of the late Auguste Perret, famous for his controversial church in the rebuilt city of Le Havre. Following Perret’s tenets, he believes that the style of a religious building should conform, externally, to that of the surrounding urban development, of which it should form an harmonious, not a conflicting part. In this his work is in contrast with the rival school, following Le Corbusier, which regards a church as a piece of sculpture. His groundplan is usually a simple square and his lines are severe. But he is not afraid of color. In the Church of the Sacred Heart, Mulhouse (Le Donné and Patout), the most striking feature is the unusual contemporary stained glass of the lantern tower designed by Janie Pichard. Light from these windows falls across the altar, shedding changing colors at different times of day (see photograph 4).

Even in France, ancient home of most of the stained glass in the world, the churches have been slow to make use of the startlingly different new techniques, textures and designs of glass pioneered in the last decade. Fixed in their belief that glass is outmoded, most churchmen and their committees have refused even to visit the exhibitions of contemporary glass.
and fiberglass which have been on tour. André Malraux, until recently Minister of Culture, was the first to hail the new glass as a major French contribution to present-day art and technology. He loaned a national museum to one of the first entirely secular exhibitions of it, and encouraged by its popular success, sent it to the Montreal Expo “World of Men.” Last year the ultra-modern Cultural Center at Grenoble, built for the Olympic Games and considered the most “swinging” in Europe, featured another glass exhibition. Secular architects, such as those who designed the Barcelona and Manchester Airports, have been quick to see its possibilities for light and color. This applies especially in underground or interior spaces, where artificially-lit glass combats the claustrophobia of a windowless room. As a sign of the comeback of this medium, the spring exhibition at the leading Paris art gallery, the Galerie de France, consists of designs for stained glass by Jean Le Moal.

The upshot of all this has been an invitation to the Art Sacré Salon by a group of Japanese architects to select an entire exhibition, from the work of the glass designers shown there and in Grenoble, which is to tour Japan, at Japanese expense. This show left in January for its opening at the Museum of Modern Art in Tokyo. This has much encouraged even the designers who would prefer to work for the church. They reason that where Japanese businessmen recognize originality and value, churchbuilders may belatedly decide to follow—if they have the courage to break fashionable rules.
3RD INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON RELIGION, ARCHITECTURE AND THE ARTS

The Role of Sacred Space

by
Dr. Paul D. Jones
Woodstock College
Program Chairman—3rd International Congress on Religion, Architecture and the Arts

The September '73 meeting of the 3rd International Congress on Religion, Architecture and the Arts which took place in Jerusalem was the result of a vision that saw an exploration of the meanings and forms of Sacred Space as essential to the re-centering of values taking place in the world today. Jerusalem was chosen as a meeting place for several reasons: it is a sacred city for three major religions; it is located in an area of the world where the equation of land and a special identity has resulted in continuing bloodshed; and it is a country which is beginning to experience the problems of urban expansion. Unlike the Hilton in Chicago or any other conference center in a "stable" nation or country, Jerusalem and Israel provided the edge-tension that made the investigation of Sacred Space more than an intellectual exercise for Congress participants. The horrible war which broke out shortly after the close of the Congress underscored the importance of the Jerusalem meetings and the continuing need for re-evaluation and re-centering.

Jerusalem's great holy places—the magnificent Dome of the Rock, the emotion-charged Western (Wailing) Wall and the controversial Church of the Holy Sepulchre—were chosen as focal points for the morning sessions of the Congress. These sites became the testing grounds for the thesis advanced by contemporary stage directors who maintain that classical texts (in this case classical architecture) can evoke new understandings and creations when filtered through the knowledge and experience of creative individuals. Could Jerusalem's sacred spaces initiate a similar creative process in the artists and architects attending the Congress?

As a means of approaching this process, Congress participants were divided into small working groups which were directed by leaders from the Human Potential Movement and by experts in the religious and architectural significance of the three spaces. In attempting this experiment in an area where it had not been tried (architecture), the Congress leadership was aware that such work might be written off as just another sensitivity session, but it was also confident that participants who were open to such experience would, in time, undergo a change in their attitude toward sacred space. Post-Congress evaluations from participants in these morning sessions confirm that they were successful.

The afternoon sessions, which offered participants the choice of workshops, lectures and panel discussions were designed to provide cognitive input on the Conference theme. Experts representing the three areas of concern—religion, architecture and the arts—addressed themselves to topics such as: The Theology of Sacred Space—Christian, Jewish, Islamic and Eastern Interpretations; Sacred Space and the Urban Crisis; and The Artist as Creator of Sacred Space. Highlights of these sessions included a stimulating slide-lecture presentation by Paolo Soleri, a dance experience by Ann Halprin; a lively panel discussion featuring the eminent theologian and biblical archaeologist Pierre Benoit and an overview of the theme presented by Justus Dahlen.

Evenings at the Congress were given over to performances by ballet companies, musicians, folk singers and film-makers and to meetings with people working in Jerusalem. Perhaps the most impressive evening was provided by the Armenian Patriarchate who hosted a gathering of Jerusalem's religious leaders. At this gathering in the Old City, Congress participants were given the rare privilege of viewing the ancient illustrated manuscripts and precious liturgical art works that are part of the great collection owned by the Patriarchate.

Two goals are presently in the minds of the many Congress committees: the completion of a publication of the Jerusalem proceedings, which will include transcripts of all presentations and a thorough report on the morning sessions; and the working out of the 1976 Congress which is tentatively scheduled to take place in Kyoto, Japan.
Spaces for Spiritual Reflection in Our Urban Environment*

by
Dr. Alfred P. Bernhart
Toronto, Canada

Mankind can significantly influence and shape the environment. Because of this ability, man can adapt to often adverse climates; he can secure food supply adequate also for non-growing seasons; and he can provide physical comfort independent of the weather.

As a result of directing efforts to the physical aspects of life, mankind during the last two centuries has—it appears to me—neglected to incorporate elements in the environment which apply to man’s spiritual needs. A truly gratifying environment, I submit, must help to satisfy man’s physical and also his spiritual needs. Discontent arises from neglect of the latter, and this results—among other tensions—in the social disparities so troublesome today. As mankind’s knowledge of technology increases, the need for continuous reformulation of basic truth becomes sharply apparent. While men can shape their environs, the environment in turn
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Environment for Worship—Message and Perception*

by
Dr. Lothar Kallmeyer
Editor, Kunst und Kirche
Duisburg, Germany

I speak from the position of Central European protestantism in a mass-media-oriented society which has passed the stage of revolutionary romanticism. I welcome the cross-fertilization we are witnessing here at Jerusalem, but I believe that it will be more productive if I maintain my position. Let me begin with some comments about our general situation.

Religion is rejected in wide circles in Europe. No more than 4% of the population attend service regularly in my country. It would be a mistake, however, to call the remaining 96% anti-religious. Many of them feel basically touched by religion, although they are not attached to a church which they consider backward. Strangely enough, that church is usually far ahead of its public image. The reason for this lack of interest may be that it takes a certain amount of energy to find out what’s going on within the church—which
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE 1974 NATIONAL INTERFAITH

Tuesday, April 23:
- 6:30 p.m. Registration
- 7:30 p.m. Reception
- 8:30 p.m. Dinner—Bronze Room
- 9:00 p.m. Keynote Address
  - The Rev. James T. Burtchaell, CSC
  - Provost, The University of Notre Dame

Wednesday, April 24:
- 9:00 a.m. Dr. Eugene Mihaly
  - Professor of Rabbinic Literature and
    Homiletics, Hebrew Union College—
    Jewish Institute of Religion, Cincinnati
- 11:00 a.m. Leave by bus for Grailville, Ohio
- 12:15 p.m. Honors and Awards Luncheon at The Grail
- 3:30 p.m. Visit to Isaac Wise Temple and "An Introduction to Cincinnati."

Thursday, April 25:
- 9:00 a.m. Patrick J. Quinn, AIA, Dean of the Department of
  Architecture, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,
  Troy, N.Y.
- 1:45 p.m. Leave by bus for Taft Museum of Art
- 2:30 p.m. Dr. Frank Kacmarcik, Consultant on Liturgical
  Art, St. Paul, Minn.
- Wine Party in Museum Garden
- 7:30 p.m. Conference Banquet
- 8:30 p.m. Paolo Soleri—address and slide presentation.

Paolo Soleri, architect, philosopher, and artisan, will be the featured speaker at the closing session of the 1974 Cincinnati Conference. Mr. Soleri will speak at the banquet session on Thursday evening, April 25.

At Scottsdale, Ariz. Mr. Soleri has established the Cosanti Foundation, which has been involved in researching and designing new urban systems. Arcology is a word which Mr. Soleri has coined as a fusion of two words: architecture and ecology. Stated briefly, his philosophy of design says: "There is an inherent logic in the structure and nature of organisms that have grown on this planet. Any architecture, any urban design and any social order that violates that structure and nature is destructive of itself and of us. Any architecture or urban design that is based on organic principles is valid and will prove its own validity."
Dr. Eugene Mihaly, Professor of Rabbinic Literature and Homiletics at Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion, will discuss the architectural implications of the synagogue liturgy on Wednesday morning, April 24.

Professor Mihaly received ordination from the Theological Seminary of Yeshiva University and from the Hebrew Union College. His Ph.D. is in Philosophy and Theology.

Dr. Mihaly is an authority on rabbinic literature and theology. He is a frequent contributor to learned journals and scientific periodicals, including the current edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica and Encyclopedia Judaica.

He is also the author of a study entitled "Jewish Prayer and Synagogue Architecture," which has significantly influenced synagogue design during the past decade.

Patrick J. Quinn, AIA, Dean of the Department of Architecture, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y., will address the Thursday morning session, April 25, of the 1974 National Interfaith Conference.

Born in Dublin, Ireland, Mr. Quinn studied architecture there and worked with Michael Scott, FRIAI, before emigrating to the United States. He continued his studies under Louis Kahn, and received the Master of Architecture degree from the University of Pennsylvania. During his twelve years as a professor at the College of Environmental Design at Berkeley, he practiced in San Francisco and became known for his design of spare-boned church buildings and his writings on liturgy and architecture. His honors include an AIA National Honor Award, Liturgical Conference Awards as well as the Bartlett Award for Barrier-Free Architecture.
Our values and our beliefs are reflected in our man-made environments. This is especially true in religious structures, which by their nature attempt to give tangible physical reality to the often intangible areas of human aspiration. We not only shape our buildings, but as architects and the clergy have long known—and as Winston Churchill pointed out—our buildings shape us.

The inter-relationship between beliefs, values and our churches is best exemplified in two structures—the European Gothic Cathedral and the Shaker Meeting House. At the time of their construction both churches were powerful forces in the social and political lives of their communities. This was expressed by their prominent location—either on the highest hill or in the center of the village. However, the similarity between them ends in the centrality of building location. Each faith constructed buildings that were very different in design, reflecting the contrast in the beliefs and values of each.

In the middle ages the church structure was viewed as an expression of the larger universe of God's presence, full of mysterious power and the Sacraments, the essential means of salvation. The Shaker's life, on the other hand, more prosaically assumed that what was necessary for salvation was a strict adherence to the scriptures. These basic beliefs were given contrasting expression in the religious architecture of both faiths. Where the cathedral was complex and sculptured, the Shaker buildings were simple and without ornament. The cathedral was of stone, utilizing daring construction techniques; the Shakers' structures of wood with ordinary roofs and flat ceilings. Where the cathedral created an atmosphere of dark mystery and overwhelming awe, the meetinghouse reflected light and clarity. Where the medieval church emphasized a large chancel with an imposing altar, the Shakers created an open space with a minimum of permanent furnishings. Both were valid and beautiful expressions of the beliefs and ideals of a religious people in a particular time and place. The essence of both the Gothic cathedral and the Shaker meetinghouse was a direct and honest expression of values in practical architectural forms.

These two contrasting forms of worship and their architectural expression have always existed. William James in his The Varieties of Religious Experience described this contrast: "Some persons aim most at intellectual purity and simplification; for others, richness is the supreme imaginative requirement. When one's mind is strongly of this type, an individual religion will hardly serve the purpose. The inner need is rather of something institutional and complex, majestic in the hierarchic interrelatedness of its parts, with authority descending from stage to stage, and at every stage objects for adjectives of mystery and splendor, derived in the last resort from the Godhead who is the fountain and culmination of the system.

. . . To an imagination used to the perspectives of dignity and glory, the naked gospel scheme seems to offer an almshouse for a palace." This "almshouse" is the dimension of simplicity that we see evidenced in the architecture of the Shakers. Both the desire for richness and the desire for simplicity are striving toward a oneness with God and the world. Again in the words of William James (op. cit.), "The love of God must not be mixed with any other love. Variety and confusion are too much for their powers of comfortable adaptation. But whereas your aggressive pietist reaches his unity objectively, by forcibly stamping disorder and divergence out, your retiring pietist reaches his subjectively, leaving disorder in the world at large, but making a smaller world in which he dwells himself and from which he eliminates it altogether. Thus, alongside of the church militant . . . we have the church with its hermitages, monasteries, and sectarian organizations, both churches pursuing the same object—to unify the life and simplify the spectacle presented to the soul."

To their own detriment, the Shakers carried the need for purity to an excessive degree with its most obvious expression being the prohibition of sexual relations among its adherents. As Edwin Gaustad states in A Religious History of America, "New members came then only by making converts outside of the community. This burden of proselyting proved too heavy to bear, and the result was a steady decline in Shaker strength after 1860. But their simplicity of life—a simplicity expressed in worship, work, architecture and design, lingered as a fond memory in more complex times."

It is this simplicity, expressed in architecture, that is of particular historical interest as we apply it to contemporary church needs. Religious architecture during the past fifty years has been largely in the eclectic tradition. Even the so-called contemporary churches of the 1950's did little more than add elaborate
roofs on turn-of-the-century rooms and worship spaces. This eclectic architecture has been characterized by its strong emphasis upon formal symmetrical design criteria. Worship services, even in the smallest chapel, tried to continue the sense of grandeur begun in the cathedrals. Additional elements such as powerful organ music, ponderous hymns, and black-robed ministers speaking "down to their flock" created a mood of sobriety. The emphasis was upon the corporate body united as one in worship, with all forms of interrelationship among the members considered inappropriate. This attitude is clearly seen in the architecture. The pews are permanently arranged in long rigid aisles facing forward, allowing the member only a view of the back of the other worshippers' heads. This impersonal approach to worship was satisfactory in the past since personal contact was not necessary on Sunday because it was a part of the normal daily life pattern of the community. Whether in a small village or a neighborhood within the city, people knew each other during the week as individuals and related to each other accordingly. People, while shopping or working, would greet each other by name, continually confirming their sense of belonging and their security within the community.

In the past fifteen years this combination of an impersonal worship service balanced by personal daily contact has changed. With sprawling suburbs and increased impersonality within the city, personal relationships in one's daily work are becoming increasingly rare. The growing power of the large corporations and bureaucracies in the secular segments of society has further reduced the individual to a small, a very small factor in the much larger processes of the organization. With the machine as the ideal employee, there is little time for names, conversation or laughter in the corporation halls or mass production assembly lines. The new power of the large impersonal corporations is expressed in the architecture of our time. No longer are the cathedrals the symbol of community strength. It is the corporate structure that dominates the skyline, representing its dominance in the lives of the individuals in the community. As noted psychologist and author Rollo May has aptly stated in Symbolism in Religion and Literature, "When we ask what the central symbol is in the middle of the 20th century, I do not have to hesitate long—as I look out of the window of my office in the city of New York. I see a sea of skyscrapers, each one surging upward from its narrow base, utilizing nature not to be united with, but simply to stand upon, each building rising upward not for spiritual purposes, but for achievement, getting to the top, the spirit of moving onward and upward every month and every year, surging on and on to infinity or heaven, but caught in the perpetual motion of the everlasting upward drive of finiteness." In the context of the growing impersonality within the secular elements of the community and the traditional impersonality of the Sunday worship service within churches, the individual has nowhere to turn for validation of his individual worth within a larger community of persons. Some religious leaders have realized these changing conditions and have been modifying their worship services to give greater expression to the worth of persons. They have created within the church and its worship a friendly informal mood similar to that previously associated with the village and neighborhood. The church is becoming the place of first names, conversation and laughter; the church is becoming a place where the individual has importance.

This new emphasis upon the affirmation of the individual within the context of a religious community is bringing about a number of changes in worship and in the architecture of the worship space. Worship is changing from an attitude of somber discipline to worship of joyful celebration, and from congregational
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influences mankind—their bodies and their minds. Since important spaces for spiritual reflection were not provided during the last century—new philosophical, spiritual formulations were not forthcoming.

And here lies the tremendous importance of this Congress, occurring as it does at the beginning of a new phase of mankind’s development: the communication society. Convincing our fellow man that significant spaces of sacrality must be prominently incorporated in our future metropolitan centers is a real objective of this thought exchange.

In this presentation, sacred spaces, spaces of sacrality, spaces for spiritual reflection mean: spaces in man’s environment where the mind is stimulated to focus on spiritual thought; and where this occurs in communion with others rather than alone.

When man’s survival and well-being depended on his hunting skills, people were movable and so were their dwellings and sacred spaces. The small evidence available suggests sacrificial stones, where animals were sacrificed to the gods. The sacrificial places moved as people moved, and were thus—to our knowledge—not related to specific historic occurrences.

Due to its economic base, agricultural society was location-bound and “rooted” in a certain area. Since arable lands were of prime importance, more area, more land meant better livelihood and subsequently more status in society. Land ownership as a status symbol for individuals and for nations still exists at the beginning of the communication society, even though the importance of land area is sharply declining.

With area of prime physical importance, height became a mystical dimension, since phenomena vital to agriculture—sunshine and rain—come from above. Understandably, gods were thought to be above, directing these vital occurrences. Places of worship consequently had to be high, at prominent locations, or were made to be high—nearer to God. I believe, however, that revised value interpretations are urgently needed and with them revised criteria for sacred spaces. Height has lost its mystical qualities—communication is the new criterion, I believe.

Future spaces for spiritual reflection will be people-bound rather than bound to a location which is related to an historical event. These spaces should be useful to as many people as possible, who should be able to reach the spaces easily.

It follows that major spaces for spiritual reflection are to be located in the centers of large metropolitan areas, within easy reach of many thousands of people. These are, of course, “prime” locations for many different uses and for many human activities. Thus spaces for spiritual reflection will compete with other interests—today mainly represented by money handlers—for location in metropolitan centers. It becomes a matter of value judgment in a society, for which activity prime locations are to be allocated. Therefore, if society values a certain activity highly enough, it will assign to it the most valuable location. Hopefully this will apply to spaces for spiritual reflection. Activities at such major spaces for spiritual reflection will require supplementary smaller spaces, distributed throughout the urban fabric for preliminary individual and small group deliberations. But it is at the large, central spaces where we expect reformulations to evolve. Because of this, our major efforts should be directed towards these central spaces of spiritual reflection to be incorporated into vital metropolitan centers.

As the enlightened parts of mankind now believe that fulfillment occurs within—within thought—rather than above, height has lost much of its meaning to express man’s “highest” feelings. In consequence, spaces of spiritual reflection will try to express this “within-thought” rather than emphasize height, as we see it in Chartres. Thus we need
not regret that Manhattan’s St. Patrick’s Cathedral is now “over-shadowed” by commercial high rise buildings. Sacral buildings will no longer need to be high to be impressive: rather the design will try to achieve an “inward-looking” effect, like the Taivallanti Church in Helsinki, designed by T. and T. Suomalainen.

It follows that buildings for spiritual reflection should now be low rather than high; emphasizing a “hidden-jewel” design among the tall buildings of future commercialized metropolitan centers. Buildings used by the general public, such as churches, synagogues, temples and also city halls and parliaments can no longer dominate the environment by height, or compete for height with other buildings—as Solomon’s temple did in the past and Los Angeles’ City Hall and Vienna’s St. Stephan still do; but should be focal points due to unusual designs, which incorporate advanced human dimensions.

The interior design should be simple, perhaps offering the eye an effective focal point—customarily but not necessarily a symbol, such as the cross, the Star of David, a statue or a flag. Simplicity of design aids concentration on the focal point, yet there is a limit to simplicity—too simple may become cold and ugly. On the other hand, overloading sacred spaces with individually beautiful details—as occurs in baroque churches or in some Buddhist temples—distracts from the purpose for which sacred spaces are created.

(To sum up), spaces for spiritual reflection require simple visual designs with lines leading toward a focal point which is impressive but not overloaded with detail. Acoustical effects are helpful as is the easy effective transmission of the spoken word. Physical comfort also aids concentration on spiritual thought. Spaces for spiritual reflection serve their purpose only if they are used by the people.
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many people are not willing to invest. The German protestant church at least has shocked far fewer outsiders by a tradition-minded inflexibility than it has insiders by its revolutionary experiments on many levels. This is not so strange after all. As much as anything else, many modern theories of “political religion” have failed to swell the ranks of church followers. Apparently people have enough common sense to use political means for political ends.

The current crisis in our society has been highlighted by catchphrases: mass production reducing individuality; manipulation by vested interests; consumerism; impersonality of large organizations. These have provoked reactions—hippies, drug scenes, anarchists—as well as an ever-accelerating and frantic growth of intended remedies—most of which turn sour the day after tomorrow. This can be found within the church as well as in society in general—since the church is part of society.

The city planners have come under fire recently. You have all seen the model cities of the future—most of them of purely formal value. One theoretical approach has been to replace buildings for congregations by spontaneous gatherings in open, urban spaces (which of course works beautifully with certain groups in certain situations, but only then).

My friend Justus Dahinden suggests “liturgical systems to be integrated through manipulative mechanisms.” As much as I admire Mr. Dahinden, I cannot help thinking that the integration of worship into this world of make-believe would result in a definite shading of the message. It seems to me that it would change the meaning of his liturgical system and thus become untrustworthy. I believe that if the church has anything to offer nowadays, it must be help in regaining orientation in a world overflowing with man-made illusions of ever-increasing scale.
Another suggestion has been total flexibility in building, thus hoping to provide every conceivable opportunity for future change. This seems to be a cop-out from the hopeless inadequacy of planning for an unknown future and can hardly lead to satisfactory environments. It means misjudging the human search for values which are neither instantly available nor easily discardeable. In plain words: people don't feel attached to ever-changing surroundings although they may yearn for a certain amount of change.

Depressed, disturbed, led astray by the kaleidoscope of action and reaction, there seems to be emerging in man a renewed quest for continuity. The interpretation of life must be less susceptible to wear and tear, less easily over-ridden by current fads. This kind of continuity can only be found where things cannot be explained in an instant and explained away in the next.

The emerging question of transcendence will be interpreted in different ways by different creeds, but it will center on the meaning of life. Things are not made easier by the realization that continuity today has to be found through diversification. Truth has to be made accessible according to age levels, status of learning, ability of perception, social context, even changing moods in changing modes of meetings. We know that transcendent values scarcely change in brief periods; what changes is our manner of expressing them.

For whom shall we plan? There was Luther's word of the service which could be held in a pig's pen; Bekaert's suggestion of convening in public squares; Dahinden's illusion-producing machinery. They may all be justified at times, but they all share a common limitation—they serve only the true believer who will not be disturbed by adverse or distracting conditions. But how many of those true believers are there? Is it necessary to plan for them at all?

What about the doubters, the skeptics, the majority of latently religious men who retain some basic values while rejecting religious organizations out of frequent disappointment; who feel rebuked (rightly or wrongly) for their shaky belief; who shy away because they were hurt. It seems to me that these of our neighbors are the ones we have to think and build for. What does this mean?

We cannot go back to the traditional, autocratic structures—neither in life nor in buildings. We cannot afford to lose the re-evaluation of meeting God in the person of our neighbor, and the urge to act that this perception entails. But accept-
ing our neighbor means acknowledging the visual, emotional contemplative impulses he harbors; he may need them to overcome his barriers of doubt and analytical questioning.

He may as often as not be attracted by the service centers which have been established in urban areas. We witness today the spectacle of people vainly expecting help from the church against the dehumanization and computerization of their lives. Can we afford to lose people who long to be reached by visual and emotional means, and to lose the help they have to offer in turn? We may have to face the conclusion that we have relied too much on giving people perfect tools that they could not work with; that we regarded emotional perception as something stemming from a less enlightened age.

If our environment has a role to play in our message, we have to be quite clear about this. Sacrality has been discussed for decades in Europe, but the term has eluded proper definition and the aspiration to build "sacrality" has ceased to be workable—at least for the twenty years since Rudolf Schwarz. What is left for us to base our work on?

Let me put my answer in architectural terms: The message of architecture is expressed in scale, warmth, variety, openness for personal reaction, the chance of overcoming prevailing limitations. You cannot build extremes—or for the extremists; and you should not try to build for the purely passive. The architect should provide an environment which encourages people to find their own selves, to do their own thing, and by so doing to be freed to help others to do the same.

While theologians nowadays talk about destination of place as the deciding issue, the architect has the chance to add manifest intention of environment to make destination apparent. This would be within his reach: to raise his shelter for worship out of the anonymous and commonplace, to make it tell what it is meant for. Among other things, this does not mean the "monumental." It does mean a conscious effort to provide the quality of background which will permit the arts to step in and open fields of perception that are not inherent in a physical building, and thus offer wider scope to human possibilities. The arts have shown they can satisfy the need for change; architecture in close interdependence with them may serve to enhance the existence of continuity as well.

One last remark: You will have noted that I have intentionally avoided the use of the term "sacred." The reason is that I believe that no one is able to design "sacred" or "holy" space at will. Some places may perhaps become sacred by use, conviction, or tradition—but never by any whim of design. We cannot give more than a "declaration of intent," and must leave the rest to events beyond our influence. If you prefer to call this activity "sacral" or even "sacred," you are free to do so. As long as we mean the same, I’ll be satisfied.

---
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We are so accustomed to crises these days, that it is probably not very helpful to say that the whole matter of church building seems to be in a state of crisis. But many people involved in church building agree that this is true.

The crisis arises partly from practical problems like the growth and concentration of population, the stagnation of the economy, and the manifold requirements of reformed liturgies. On a deeper level the crisis results from a collision of attitudes and ideas concerning the nature of the church and its stance vis-à-vis society, the meaning and function of liturgy, and the relationship between the so-called sacred and profane.

For centuries theological questions in all of these areas were considered to be satisfactorily answered. Today we are told that a great many of our theological presuppositions, our attitudes and our practices are open to serious questioning and in need of reform. Those today who study the church, society, liturgy, and religious phenomena are producing views different from those we inherited, and they are questioning many forms of church architecture because church buildings are still shaped to a great extent by outmoded theological concepts.

The bulk of Christian people probably have no idea that these currents of thought even exist. Those in charge of church building may be more aware, but they are often unwilling to forego the security of older, unexamined thought patterns and even less willing to let contemporary ideas actually influence what they build or to allow others to translate ideas into church structures. Their usual stance (happily there are exceptions) is being increasingly challenged in writings on church architecture and by some members of building committees. But the “new” ideas are to a great extent unknown or unacceptable to most believers who tend to rely on the traditional idea of a church.

Thus the present problems associated with church building reflect the ferment of contemporary theology and related disciplines and are also caused by that ferment. We seem to be in a transitional stage in which old ideas and models no longer serve while new or rediscovered ideas do not yet command sufficient adherence for them to provide a rationale of church architecture which will be commonly accepted.

In such a situation it is difficult to talk about the requirements of space used for the liturgy. If one is to say anything, certain choices must be made among the welter of theoretical views and practical solutions currently being offered. The ideas presented here are based on choices which favor contemporary thought and current attempts at solutions. These are favored, not because they are contemporary, but because they have genuine worth.

The first major requirement of a liturgical space, it seems to me, is that its planning should be preceded by a solid attempt on the part of the planners to clarify a few key ideas about the church as a people, the function of its worship and its handling of the sacred.

First of all, the church (and this includes each specific Christian community) is a pilgrim people called together by the Word of God and enlivened by the Holy Spirit. Its vocation is to faith, repentance, witness and service. It stands over against every form of evil, but it is not at battle with the world as such. It is not a self-protecting bastion. It has a mission to make the good news known and to serve society concretely by its presence and action. Rather than being a royal association of the saved and self-satisfied, it must be humble, poor, compassionate and open to all men else it has abandoned its Servant-Lord.

Secondly, the liturgy of each church community is a function of the entire people in which their shared faith is explicitly voiced, enacted and brought to bear on their situation in the world. The liturgy is sacred insofar as Christ, faithful to his promises, is present with his Spirit in the action of the community. It is not sacred because of its locale, its appurtenances or its official rites. It is not a show or a drama or an aesthetic exercise carried out by ministers and a few other people for the sake of everyone else. We might note, by the way, that programs of liturgical reform do not assure that this last pitfall will be avoided. Changes of form do not necessarily alter the attitude which considers the liturgy a performance.

Lastly, considering the variety of answers churned up in the discussion these past years of the relationship between the sacred and the secular, at least this much can be said: for Christians either the sacred and the secular are co-extensive in view of the incarnation of a transcendent Christ or everything is secular, and we have been radically liberated from religious sacrality since God is totally in the world. In either case, tenaciously clinging to the idea that there are specially sacred places, objects and persons is dangerously misleading. This conviction is largely a throwback to primative religious thought. In the present it gives aid and comfort to those who place a barrier between faith and life and who seek to placate God by scrupulously using sacred places, things and persons as substitutes for the gift of themselves.

At least the three areas just mentioned briefly (and others could be added) should be studied carefully before decisions are made about providing a community with a space for its liturgy.

The second major requirement of a liturgical space is that it embody the ideas arrived at during the preliminary study phase and serve the actual, honest needs of the church community. Here it is assumed that the ethical question about constructing church buildings in a time of vast poverty and social need has either been settled or bypassed, and the decision has been reached to adapt or renovate an old church, build a new one, or construct a multipurpose complex in which the liturgy will also be celebrated.

It is impossible to deal with each of these possibilities separately. Instead, the following remarks will attempt to apply the ideas outlined above to the needs of liturgical space in general. I will refer to this space as a "church," but the remarks are often applicable in varying degrees to any space designed or arranged for liturgy.

If we want to understand what a church is, we might mention first what it is not or should not be. A church is not a sacred space into which we enter to deal magically with God and the terrors of existence. It is not a sacred temple or a house of God, for the God of Christians is not domesticated. A church is not a monument to God nor is it needed as a physical sign of his presence in the world; that sign exists chiefly in the lives and actions of believers. A church should not be a monument to a pastor, a saint, a mystery of faith, a planning committee or "the sacrifices of the rich and poor parishioners." It should not be a place of exhibition for pooled wealth vulgarly spent, for the dreams of an architect or the creativity of artists.

A church is quite simply a space in which the Christian community, the real church, can come together to celebrate salvation—the freedom and new life given them through the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ. Their activities of worship are deeds of faith directed to God, but they are also expressions of faith, hope and love shared in the community for its upbuilding and for its mission in the world. As it celebrates liturgy, the community, and hopefully each person who belongs to it, rejoices in its God and celebrates its human life both in its present ambiguity and in its future promise.

Thus the primary task of the planners and the architect is to fashion a house in which the community can gather. It should be a place characterized by invitation, hospitality, acceptance and simplicity. Since it is not a fortress against the world nor a monument, it should not suggest that so-called secular forms of behavior or human scale and spontaneity are banished at the door. Instead, it should be a place of activity and interaction and even suggest, when empty, that activity is necessary to make it complete.

Since the lives of those who use a church flow into it from an outer space and flow from it back to that space where they spend most of their time, perhaps the frequent architectural exclusion of the outside is open to question. The attempt to design a churchly haven of peace, free of "worldly" distractions, often results in creating a sacred precinct marked by religious unreality. Surely the building must provide shelter and a space for engaging in liturgical worship, but it should not be conceived as a shelter from the world and its concerns. Its design, if possible, should help overcome the ingrained tendency to separate worship from life, to use liturgy as a salve for calloused consciences.

If a church is a community house or assembly hall, it is imperative that primary consideration be given to the people who come together in it. Here we encounter right off the serious problem of having to provide for great numbers of Sunday congregants in large parishes. The usual pattern of huge, over-centralized parishes and unchanged approaches to ministry particularly in urban and suburban areas is deplorable, but it is not going to disappear soon, if ever. The architect will continue to face a very difficult problem: the chances of designing a space suitable for good worship decrease, just as the chances of doing good liturgy decrease, as the size of the assembly increases.

The arrangement or distribution of the assembly, therefore, is of crucial importance in designing any new church. It should also be seriously considered when an old structure is renovated.

If the decision is made to use fixed seating and permanent furnishings, then the entire plan must take into consideration the requirements of every type of liturgical service in terms of total spatial distribution and placing of furnishings like the lectern, altar-table, chair, font, etc. But the arrangement of the assembly should be primary in determining the over-all plan rather than be subordinated to some preconceived no-
tion regarding the placement of altar, lectern, chair and font.

These objects, along with the seating of the congregation, must be so arranged that the participation of the whole assembly is made easy and encouraged. People must be able to see what is going on and be able to direct their attention to different focal points in the course of the services without having to do gymnastics in the pews or trip over kneelers. The seating arrangement should also help people to be aware of the presence and participation of others by providing some degree of face-to-face rather than the usual face-to-back confrontation. It should avoid breaking up the assembly into separated segments by interposing too much space between blocks of seating or, worse yet, by isolating parts of the congregation in side wings or balconies. The seating itself should be so designed that it minimizes the sense of confinement and allows more freedom of movement. Eliminating kneelers and allowing more leg room can help accomplish this.

In some churches, especially renovated churches or those whose shape is determined by the building site, it becomes impossible to deploy the seating so that it is well suited to every type of liturgical action. Adopting fixed seating in some areas and flexible seating in others can alleviate the difficulty by enabling parts of the assembly to reorient itself as the need arises and by making it possible for some spaces to be adapted in many ways for the uses of smaller groups.

It seems, however, that a liturgical space designed for maximum flexibility has the greatest potential for adequately bringing the assembly together and making the liturgy a communal action. Such a space must be big enough to accommodate larger Sunday and feast day crowds, but it can also be adapted to smaller assemblies and to every type of regular and occasional liturgy. Adaptability is achieved primarily by the use of movable chair seating throughout. In large halls of this type it may be necessary that elevations for the area of the lectern, altar, etc. be permanent. In smaller rooms raised levels may not be necessary or they may be movable. Flexibility is enhanced if the altar, lectern, chair and perhaps the baptismal font are also movable or if less formal versions of these furnishings are available for liturgies with smaller groups. If this kind of arrangement is chosen, what has been said about the seating of the assembly also applies. Portable seating arranged in phalanxes like pews in old style churches defeats its own potential as a molder of participation and community awareness. The intelligent use of a liturgical space that is wide open to flexible arrangements can help form an assembly into a participating, interaction group whose humanity and spontaneity are not swallowed up by heavy furniture and regimentation.
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Registration for the ASCA meeting, including lunch, will be $30.00. For further information and registration, write or phone:

Ms. Connie F. Rence
39 E. School House Lane
Philadelphia, Pa. 19144
215/Ge 8-8000

GRA Regional Conference

Columbus, Ind.
October 19-20, 1974

Columbus, Ind. has been chosen for the '74 fall regional conference of the Guild for Religious Architecture. The "Athens of the Prairie" is noted for its outstanding examples of distinctive modern architecture; both Eliel and Eero Saarinen are represented here, as are I. M. Pei, Harry Weese, John Carl Warnecke among others.

The regional meeting is scheduled to begin after lunch on Saturday, October 19 and to extend through Sunday—with transportation to and from Indianapolis provided. Mr. J. Irwin Miller has been invited to be the principal speaker at the conference, and either he or one of his associates will tell the story of Columbus, its beginnings, its prospects, its significance as a planned community. A walking tour of the city is planned as part of the conference program.

Mr. John G. Pecsok, AIA, North Central Regional Director, GRA, principal in the firm of Pecsok, Jelliffe & Randall, Indianapolis, Ind. is chairman for the GRA regional conference. Registration information and further program details will be available from the GRA office:

1777 Church St., N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20036
The new St. Vincent De Paul Rectory is located in an older area in San Diego, Cal. The design is contemporary, using stucco, clay tile roofing and wood to tie the building visually to an existing church. The architecture of the church and similar materials blend the two projects together.

During the design stage, one fact became clear; privacy was a primary factor. Therefore, the individual living areas were separated from one another, from the common areas and from the public meeting spaces. It was considered necessary that the parish priest, who constantly deals with other peoples’ problems—problems that are both spiritual and material—have a retreat of his own, a place to come and go as he chose without disturbing others. This required a private space not a dormitory.

The choice of materials and shapes reflects the neighborhood as well as the church. Wood siding was introduced to emphasize the residential character by imparting warmth and scale. The interior common spaces are lofty in nature to facilitate large group gatherings; the private areas have lower ceilings. Detail was kept to a minimum and the details used were simple and straightforward.
observation to worship of active participation. In my book, TIRED DRAGONS, Adapting Church Architecture to Changing Needs, I have attempted to describe at length some of the architectural alterations necessitated by these new principles. Fundamental among these changes is the need for more flexibility in worship areas. Congregational seating no longer needs to be dominated by rows of rigid fixed pews, but should be moveable, with dignified individual chairs providing the most practical solution. The pulpit no longer needs to be permanently fastened to the building's structure, and it need not be so large as to dominate the entire worship space. The pulpit can be substantial yet portable. The choir should no longer be separated in an elevated loft; it should sit among the assembled congregation to lead the singing instead of "performing" before the congregation. And the organ need no longer dominate the worship and the architecture of the sanctuary, but should be supplemented by smaller, more individualized folk and classical instruments. These changes lead us to assess the possibilities exemplified in the simpler, more economical architecture of the Shakers. Their sensitive use of natural materials, straightforward flexible spaces, and emphasis upon the worship of a gathered religious community are helpful historical resources.

Our beliefs, our values, and our church structures are all inter-related. The Shaker experiment leaves us a legacy of simplicity in design. This legacy becomes more valuable to us as we begin to create within our churches new spaces to reflect our response to the growing impersonality of a mechanized, bureaucratic secular society. Most churches have had to grapple with the relationship between their beliefs and values and their expression in the physical world. A church is people and it is place. As Joseph Sittler has said (Revolution, Place and Symbol): "No place is holy, but the presentation of the holy never occurs without a place." People and buildings are inescapably related. Religious structures reflect religious values; religious attitudes are shaped by the environment.

In Shaker architecture we see one expression of a religious community's striving for purity and simplicity in their lives and expressed in their arts and their architecture. It is this simplicity that has once again emerged in the new religious architecture of our own time. Religious persons are seeking to find a more basic relationship with one another and with their God out of the context of the impersonality and complexity of a commercial, technological culture. Many clergymen and laity feel this can be most appropriately expressed in buildings similar to those of the historic Shakers—religious structures of simple, quiet dignity.
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Stained Glass Association of America

Craftsmen of Merit

The SGAA is a non-profit organization established to encourage the finest development of the ancient craft of Stained Glass in contemporary America. Anyone of our members will gladly consult with you on design problems and budget considerations.

Architectural Research Corp., Detroit, Mich.
Bullas Glass, Kitchener, Ont.
Wilbur H. Burnham Studios, Wakefield, Mass.
Edward J. Byrne Studio, Doylestown, Pa.
Cardera Art Studio, Calgary, Canada
Century Studios, San Francisco, Calif.
Church Art Glass, San Francisco, Calif.
City Glass Specialty, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Cummings Studios, San Rafael, Calif.
Durham Studios, New York, N.Y.
Duval Studios, New York, N.Y.
Fadell's Studios, Kansas City, Mo.
Fredrica Fields Studio, Greenwich, Conn.
Franklin Art Glass, Columbus, Ohio.
Gaytee Studios, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.
High Point Glass & Dec. Co., High Point, N.C.
House of Glass, Reg'd., Ottawa, Canada
Hunt Stained Glass, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Kebler Stained Glass, Dallas, Tex.

Henry Keck, Inc., Syracuse, N.Y.
J & R. Lamb Studios, Northvale, N.J.
Laws Stained Glass, Statesville, N.C.
O'Duggan Studio, Boston, Mass.
Old Dominion Stained Glass, Richmond, Va.
Orco, San Antonio, Tex.
Phillips Stained Glass, Cleveland, Ohio.
Pittsburgh Stained Glass, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pounds Stained Glass Studio, Metairie, La.
Louis Pullen, Monterey, Calif.
Riordan Stained Glass, Covington, Ky.
Conrad Schmitt Studios, Milwaukee, Wis.
Kenneth Urschel, Valparaiso, Ind.
Vitrales & Mosaicos, Mexico City, Mexico.
Watkins Studio, Englewood, Colo.
White Associates, Canton, Ohio.
Willet Studios, Philadelphia, Pa.
Winterich Studios, Bedford, Ohio.